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Classic Case Studies in Psychology Jun 07 2020 This new edition of Classic Case Studies is the
essential selection of case studies and stories that illustrate not only many of the most fundamental
tenets of psychology, but also some of the most extreme forms of human behavior. The human mind
is both extraordinary and compelling. From the leader who convinced his followers to kill themselves
to the man who lost his memory, these famous accounts have provided invaluable insights for
scholars and researchers and amazed the public at large. Brough to life by Rolls, each case is
contextualized with more typical behaviour, while the latest thinking in each subfield is also
discussed. Revised and updated, the new edition features two new case studies, including the 'Jim
Twins' by Thomas Bouchard, an amazing case of twins separated at birth and adopted by different
parents, yet when reunited 30 years later shared so many behavioural characteristics. Also featuring
a new chapter on approaches, issues and debates, accessibly written and requiring no prior
knowledge of psychology, this book is essential reading for A-Level students and undergraduates
alike. Geoff Rolls has taught psychology for over 26 years and is currently Head of Psychology at
Peter Symonds College, Winchester. He is the author of the popular Women Can't Park, Men Can't
Pack (Chambers, 2009), which investigates gender stereotypes (including driving), and also Taking
the Proverbial (Chambers, 2007), which explores the psychological truth behind well-known
proverbs and sayings. .
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Cases in Sport Marketing May 07 2020 Cases in Sport Marketing, simulates real-life scenarios for
sport marketers as exhibition games in the preseason simulate the regular season for professional
athletes. The text begins with four introductory chapters to explain the case study method and then
dedicates the remaining fifteen chapters to fifteen sport marketing cases that cover a wide range of
issues and sport industry segments. By working through the cases, students can examine an array of
situations and gain experience grappling with actual problems faced by managers. Each case
presents the critical issues at hand, possible alternatives for consideration, and the criterion
necessary to make an informed decision. The final chapter provides an overview of the sport
marketing field.
Case Studies in Marketing Nov 12 2020 Probably no amount of classroom training can beat
learning through real life examples.This is especially true in the case of Marketing Management
where consumer tastes & loyalties and market dynamics are ever-changing. With his book Case
Studies in Marketing, Dr. Suresh Abhyankar gives students of Marketing Management an insight
into ground realities. The case studies he has carefully selected from his vast experience as a
Marketing Consultant intend to make students aware of the various situations in the market place
and the challenges they as future marketers would be likely to face. The author covers all the
relevant topics of Marketing Management like Sales Management, Retail Marketing, Industrial
Marketing, Services Marketing, Agricultural Marketing, Rural Marketing, Consumer Behaviour,
International Marketing, Strategic Marketing and Consumer Protection, making this a useful book
for students and faculty a like. Pertinent questions at the end of the case studies challenge students
to come up with possible solutions and determine the best solution in the given circumstances. A
must -have book for students as well as the faculty of Marketing Management!
Statistics and Images Sep 30 2019
Food Security and Development Feb 02 2020 The global food system is characterized by large
numbers of people experiencing food insecurity and hunger on the one hand, and vast amounts of
food waste and overconsumption on the other. This book brings together experiences from different
countries addressing the challenges associated with food security. Seen through various disciplinary
lenses the different cases included are countries at various stages of food security, with diverse
stories of success as well as failures in their efforts. China, Brazil and India, as well as less
developed countries in Africa and Asia, such as Malawi, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Myanmar, Bangladesh
and the Philippines. The authors pay special attention to the environmental and socio-economic
challenges in the respective chapters and how they contribute to food insecurity. Each of the case
studies identifies and analyzes which factors or drivers (environmental, economic, policy,
technology, markets) have been the most powerful shapers of the food system and their future
impact. The case studies identify interventions at regional, national and local level that contribute
positively to food security, highlighting solutions that are effective and easy to implement for all
levels of decision makers, from farmers to policy makers. Overall, the book provides insights in order
to foster a greater understanding of the issues surrounding food security and support progress
towards the goal of a sustainable food system for all.
Digital Business and Intelligent Systems Oct 31 2019 This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 15th International Baltic Conference on Digital Business and Intelligent Systems,
Baltic DB&IS 2022, held in Riga, Latvia, in July 2022. The 16 revised full papers and 1 short paper
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 42 submissions. The papers are centered
around topics like architectures and quality of information systems, artificial intelligence in
information systems, data and knowledge engineering, enterprise and information systems
engineering, security of information systems.
Embedded Case Study Methods Apr 29 2022 In an embedded case study, the starting and end
point is the comprehension of the case as a whole in its real-world context. This book bridges the
gap between quantitative and qualitative approaches to complex problems when using this
methodology.
Project Management Case Studies and Lessons Learned Aug 02 2022 Project managers who
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lead globally dispersed teams face unique challenges in managing project stakeholders, scope,
knowledge sharing, schedules, resources, and above all team execution in a global business
environment. Finding timely solutions to challenging events becomes more difficult in a global
project environment. This book presents more than 80 case studies designed to help project
managers craft solutions to the typical problems that can occur in global projects. The author
describes surprising, unexpected, and catastrophic cases that he encountered during his 35 years of
project management experience in the global arena. The author details the background of each
challenging case and then explains how he remedied the issue at hand. Some cases involve a logical
step-by-step approach toward a solution, while others require unorthodox steps to get the project on
the right track. The book includes lessons learned after every case. This book is designed to help
global project managers become more proactive, careful, disciplined, and ready for sudden surprises
that can affect their projects. The project cases detailed in this book support and guide the
strategizing process that occurs during the execution of global projects. The book emphasizes the
importance of documenting lessons learned after each project to prevent making the same mistakes
in the future.
Marketing : 10 cases studies Nov 05 2022 Renault, Samsung, Lacoste This book provides
opportunities to discover a selection of issues recently faced by 10 major French companies. Each
case offers in a clear and structured manner: a case presentation sheet including the problem
statement, learning objectives, as well as the main themes and marketing tools used throughout the
case; a narrative reviewing important information about the company and its environment, leading
to the problem to be investigated; a series of questions guiding the draft of a structured solution; a
detailed solution outlining the main strategic recommendations. Based on real issues and written in
collaboration with the companies, the 10 fi eld-based case studies allow applying marketing
principles, theories and models: segmentation, positioning, marketing plan, as well as designing
strategies at the product, price, place and promotion levels. Learning by doing, applied to
marketing!"
Scientific Computing with Case Studies Feb 25 2022 This book is a practical guide to the
numerical solution of linear and nonlinear equations, differential equations, optimization problems,
and eigenvalue problems. It treats standard problems and introduces important variants such as
sparse systems, differential-algebraic equations, constrained optimization, Monte Carlo simulations,
and parametric studies. Stability and error analysis are emphasized, and the Matlab algorithms are
grounded in sound principles of software design and understanding of machine arithmetic and
memory management. Nineteen case studies provide experience in mathematical modeling and
algorithm design, motivated by problems in physics, engineering, epidemiology, chemistry, and
biology. The topics included go well beyond the standard first-course syllabus, introducing important
problems such as differential-algebraic equations and conic optimization problems, and important
solution techniques such as continuation methods. The case studies cover a wide variety of
fascinating applications, from modeling the spread of an epidemic to determining truss
configurations.
Case Study Research in Software Engineering Dec 26 2021 Based on their own experiences of indepth case studies of softwareprojects in international corporations, in this book theauthors present
detailed practical guidelines on the preparation,conduct, design and reporting of case studies of
softwareengineering. This is the first software engineering specificbook on the case study research
method.
Case Studies in Physical Education Jan 27 2022 Case Studies in Physical Education, Revised Edition,
applies the case study method to the field of physical education, where it is an effective means for
future teachers to explore challenging scenarios that they are likely to encounter in their careers.
These engaging, reader-friendly case studies provide readers with concrete suggestions for
connecting classroom theory with what actually happens in school. Theories and concepts
concerning educational philosophy, methodology, curriculum, discipline, and assessment become
more meaningful when explored in a case scenario in which the central characters confront
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situations that develop as a consequence of their or others' pedagogical choices. The cases in this
book also promote critical-thinking and problem-solving skills. Each case is followed by questions
that prompt readers to analyze the situation, formulate a plan of action to address the problem, and
anticipate and evaluate the potential consequences of the plan's implementation. In small groups,
individually, or as a whole class, readers can explore and debate their strategies for addressing the
issues. Readers will learn there is no one right answer to situations that can occur in the education
environment. They will develop their communication skills as they learn to articulate and defend a
plan of action to address the situation, and they will also learn the importance of collaborating with
colleagues as they listen to and learn from the ideas of others. These cases were prepared by 36
experienced physical educators (from the elementary, secondary, and university levels)who
collaborated in teams to create cases based on their collective, real-life experiences. As a result, the
cases take place in a variety of contexts: in elementary, middle, and high schools; in urban,
suburban, rural schools; and in wealthy and needy districts. They present a variety of issues
encountered in schools today, including issues related to teaching methods, classroom management,
multicultural education, classroom assessment, inclusion, relations with co-workers, marginalization
of physical education, and gender equity. As in real life, each case raises a number of related issues
that stimulate further discussion or provide opportunities for assignments. This revised edition
contains the same proven, effective case studies as in the first edition while incorporating minor
updating throughout to reflect changes in technology and society since its original publication.
Case Studies in Knowledge Management May 19 2021 Case Studies in Knowledge Management
provides rich, case-based lessons learned from several examples of actual applications of knowledge
management in a variety of organizational and global settings. A variety of KM issues are explored,
including issues associated with building a KMS, organizational culture and its effect on knowledge
capture, sharing, re-use, strategy, and implementation of KM initiatives and a KMS. The benefit of
focusing on case and action research is that this research provides an extensive and in-depth
background and analysis on the subjects, providing readers with greater insight into the issues
discussed.
50 Case Studies for Management & Supervisory Training Apr 17 2021 Managers and
supervisors will sharpen their analytical and decision-making skills with this new collection of fully
reproducible case studies. Based on actual, real-life situations, these exercises prepare supervisors
and team leaders for the challenging problems they face in today's complex workplace. Each case
study includes: Summary of the case; Discussion questions which evoke thought and analysis;
Suggested solutions to the problems presented. Training Objectives: Improve participant's listening
skills; Empower employees to negotiate; solutions fairly; Provide opportunities for participants to
practice new skills in a supportive environment; Illustrate the skills needed to respond productively
to complex issues. Activities Cover: Performance appraisal; Managing effectively; Sexual
harassment/discrimination; Managing disruptive employees; Coaching/counseling employees; Hiring
the right person
Corrosion Atlas Case Studies Oct 12 2020 Corrosion engineers today spend enormous amounts of
time and money searching multiple detailed sources and variable industry-specific standards to
locate known remedies to corrosion equipment problems. Corrosion Atlas Series is the first
centralized collection of case studies containing challenges paired directly with solutions together in
one location. The second release of content in the series, Corrosion Atlas Case Studies: 2021 Edition,
gives engineers expedient daily corrosion solutions for common industrial equipment, no matter the
industry. Providing a purely operational level view, this reference is designed as concise case studies
categorized by material and includes content surrounding the phenomenon, equipment appearance
supported by a color image, time of service, conditions where the corrosion occurred, cause, and
suggested remedies within each case study. Additional reference listings for deeper understanding
beyond the practical elements are also included. Rounding out with an introductory foundational
layer of corrosion principles critical to all engineers, Corrosion Atlas Case Studies: 2021 Edition
delivers the daily tool required for engineers today to solve their equipment’s corrosion problems.
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Solves equipment failure with easy-to-find remedies organized by essential elements such as
materials, system, part, cause, environmental, and phenomenon Grasps fundamental corrosion
elements on all major industrial pieces of equipment, no matter the industry Identify failures by
appearance with color figures within each case study
Case Study Methodology in Higher Education Jul 01 2022 In higher education, case studies can
be utilized to have students put themselves into problems faced by a protagonist and, by doing so,
address academic or career-related issues. Working through these issues provides students with an
opportunity to gain applied perspective and experiences. Professors in higher education who choose
this method of teaching require navigational tools to ensure that students achieve stated learning
objectives. Case Study Methodology in Higher Education is an essential research publication that
focuses on the history and theories relating to case study methodology including techniques for
writing case studies and utilizing them in university settings to prepare students for real-life careerrelated scenarios. This publication features a wide range of topics such as educational leadership,
case writing, and teacher education. It is essential for educators, career professionals, higher
education faculty, researchers, and students.
Why are case studies problematic in building general knowledge in tourism research? Dec 14 2020
Scientific Essay from the year 2015 in the subject Psychology - Miscellaneous, grade: B, University
of Stavanger, language: English, abstract: In order to find out a solution of a problem, the scientific
researchers use various empirical methods, therefore, the case study is one of those methods. But on
the other hand, McLeod revealed clearly that case study is not a method itself. So as a learner if I
would like to understand the definition of the case study then as a very realizable explanation I can
present here as follows. “Case studies are basically in-depth investigation of single person, group,
event, or community. Typically data are gathered from a variety of sources and by using several
different methods (e.g. observations & interviews). The case study research method originated in
clinical medicine (the case history, i.e. the patient’s personal history).
Customer Relationship Management Systems Handbook Jul 29 2019 The concept of customer
relationship management (CRM) has grown from the loosely defined methodology of using customer
transactions for developing profiles on customers to the well-defined business process of using
sophisticated tools and analytical processes for managing each customer on an individual basis.
CRM integrates e-mail and the PDA with
Biomedical Signal Analysis Aug 22 2021 The development of techniques to analyze biomedical
signals, such as electro-cardiograms, has dramatically affected countless lives by making possible
improved noninvasive diagnosis, online monitoring of critically ill patients, and rehabilitation and
sensory aids for the handicapped. Rangaraj Rangayyan supplies a practical, hands-on field guide to
this constantly evolving technology in Biomedical Signal Analysis, focusing on the diagnostic
challenges that medical professionals continue to face. Dr. Rangayyan applies a problem-solving
approach to his study. Each chapter begins with the statement of a different biomedical signal
problem, followed by a selection of real-life case studies and the associated signals. Signal
processing, modeling, or analysis techniques are then presented, starting with relatively simple
"textbook" methods, followed by more sophisticated research approaches. The chapter concludes
with one or more application solutions; illustrations of real-life biomedical signals and their
derivatives are included throughout. Among the topics addressed are: Concurrent, coupled, and
correlated processes Filtering for removal of artifacts Event detection and characterization
Frequency-domain characterization Modeling biomedical systems Analysis of nonstationary signals
Pattern classification and diagnostic decision The chapters also present a number of laboratory
exercises, study questions, and problems to facilitate preparation for class examinations and
practical applications. Biomedical Signal Analysis provides a definitive resource for upper-level
under-graduate and graduate engineering students, as well as for practicing engineers, computer
scientists, information technologists, medical physicists, and data processing specialists. An
authoritative assessment of the problems and applications of biomedical signals, rooted in practical
case studies
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Financial Planning Fundamentals Apr 05 2020
Sustainable and Green Supply Chains and Logistics Case Study Collection Jul 09 2020
Sustainability is an increasingly urgent and important factor in logistics and supply chain
management, impacting the whole supply chain lifecycle from product design and development, to
supplier management, packaging, transportation, warehousing and distribution. The third volume of
the Supply Chain Case Study Collection, the Sustainable and Green Supply Chains and Logistics
Case Study Collection contains real-life scenarios from leading companies who are pursuing a
sustainability agenda. Cases cover sustainability and 'green' practices in a range of different
industries, from food through to manufacturing and construction, and in a variety of organization
sizes. They are written by leading international academics and feature cutting-edge research from
countries including India, Vietnam, Brazil, China and the UK. By exploring examples of waste
reduction, supplier management, the circular economy and cross-industry collaboration, the Case
Study Collection focuses on how organizations are currently trying to meet sustainability goals and
achieve success in greening supply chains.
The SAGE Handbook of Case-Based Methods Sep 10 2020 Case-based methods have a long history
in the social sciences. They are extensively used and raise many practical and theoretical questions.
This book provides a comprehensive, critical examination of case-oriented research. It offers
concrete proposals about the best research methods and provides an unparalleled guide to the
emergence and complexity of the field. The Handbook: - Situates the reader in the essential
theoretical and practical issues; - Demonstrates the unity and diversity of case-oriented research
through an examination of case-based methods; - Distinguishes between case-based and case study
research; - Elucidates the philosophical issues around case based methods; - Examines case-based
work in the context of both social theory and theories of research methods.
Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations: Theory, Tools and Case Studies Oct 04 2022
Six Sigma Dec 02 2019 This book introduces the reader to Six Sigma, a problem-solving technique
for reducing defects and variation in processes. The author uses DMAIC phases (Define, Measure,
Analyze, Improve and Control) and a data-centric approach, leveraging applied statistics with
Minitab. Readers are enabled to solve novel problems where there isnt an apparent root cause or
solution identified. The author walks readers through an (imaginary) case study, explaining both the
DMAIC approach and how to use Minitab in a practical way. The book includes data sets and
instructions on how to analyze data in the context of Six Sigma using Minitab. Provides Lean Six
Sigma instruction in the context of a case study, between the Green Belt and Black Belt levels;
Demystifies the use of the DMAIC phases (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control); Guides
readers clearly how to use Minitab and applied statistics to resolve novel problems; Demonstrates
DMAIC and supporting tools in the context of an actual case study; Compatible with Minitab
versions 18, 19, 20 and 21; This book is suitable for self-instruction, course textbook, or certification
(or general) reference.
A Handbook for Teaching and Learning in Higher Education Jan 03 2020 First Published in
2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Venture Capital Valuation, + Website Jun 27 2019 Imagine selling $2 million "worth" of Google stock
and only receiving $50 in return? This scenario happens every day for venture-backed companies.
Failure to quickly understand high-growth company valuation can cost trillions of dollars. Yet very
few leaders involved in a venture-backed company have a definitive understanding of how valuation
techniques are being applied to their financial statements and the decision-making process.
Featuring extensive case studies of high-profile corporations, including Facebook, Twitter, and
Microsoft, Venture Capital Valuation provides the knowledge and techniques necessary to
understand and value high-growth companies. Sharing his twenty-year track record helping
thousands of investors, practitioners, and entrepreneurs measure and realize high-growth venture,
author Lorenzo Carver draws on real-world cases from investors, founders, and advisors to illustrate
how each corporation was impacted by valuations. By putting these techniques into a context and
framework, Venture Capital Valuation simplifies them so that anyone founding, running, and
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investing in these innovative companies can apply them immediately. Featuring a companion
website where readers can access and download additional case study material, as well as different
valuation materials mentioned throughout the text, Venture Capital Valuation explores: Why what
you don't know about valuation will cost you money How VCs, angels, founders, and employees give
up investment cash flow every day Facebook at $80 billion valuation versus Enron at $80 billion
valuation Deal terms, waterfalls, and the pre-money myth Whether venture-backed companies
should even consider a discounted cash flow (DCF) model Separating enterprise value from the
allocation of that value Valuing total equity Using Future Value (FV) and Present Value (PV) to value
future cash flows today Why applying the typical DCF model to a venture-backed company hardly
ever works "Enterprise Value" + "Allocation Methods" = Value Destruction Undervaluing companies
and overvaluing employee options Why you should D.O.W.T. (doubt) venture capital returns 409A
valuation professionals discussing topic 820 (FAS 157) with VC CFOs An invaluable resource for
anyone who wants to make the most out of their investments, Venture Capital Valuation shows
business appraisers and venture capitalists how to maximize their returns and avoid losing
money—before the damage becomes irreparable.
Learning about Learning Aug 29 2019 Coverage includes educational psychology, personal
development, accelerated learning, study skills, memory, the brain, nutrition, and training and
development.
Case Studies in Project, Program, and Organizational Project Management Sep 22 2021 The
ever expanding market need for information on how to apply project management principles and the
PMBOK® contents to day-to-day business situations has been met by our case studies book by
Harold Kerzner. That book was a spin-off from and ancillary to his best selling text but has gained a
life of its own beyond adopters of that textbook. All indications are that the market is hungry for
more cases while our own need to expand the content we control, both in-print and online woudl
benefit from such an expansion of project management "case content". The authors propose to
produce a book of cases that compliment Kerzner's book. A book that offers cases beyond the
general project management areas and into PMI®'s growth areas of program management and
organizational project management. The book will be structured to follow the PMBOK in coverage so
that it can not only be used to supplement project management courses, but also for self sudy and
training courses for the PMP® Exam. (PMI, PMBOK, PMP, and Project Management Professional are
registered marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Computer Information Systems Sep 03 2022 These case studies are part of an on-going curriculum
and simulations development project between the College of Saint Scholastica's School of Business
and Technology (SBT) and Learning-Games.net (www.learningames.net), and are designed to help
students explore the field of information systems analysis through case simulations and role-playing
game (RPG) scenarios. In addition, they can be used in combination with a queueing theory model
and both continuous, as well as discrete-event simulations. The related RPG scenarios focus on reallife systems found in performance and management information systems. In short, through the case
studies presented in this collection, students will explore mission critical computer information
systems designed to teach and explore analytic thinking and best practices through operations
research modeling methods and solution algorithms.
The Case Study Handbook Feb 13 2021 If you've enrolled in an executive education or MBA
program, you've probably encountered a powerful learning tool: the business case. This text
presents a potent approach for analysing, discussing, and writing about cases.
Case Studies in Health Care Supervision Oct 24 2021 This text is a collection of case studies,
intended as a helpful supplement to main textbooks used in health care supervision courses. Its
pages are filled with real-world case studies that will be useful for students as a training guide and
reference to topics of relevance to health care supervisors. Many of the case studies are derived
from Aspen's successful quarterly journal, "The Effective Health Care Supervisor."
Graphic Design Process Nov 24 2021 The process of creating graphic design cannot be easily
defined: each designer has their own way of seeing the world and approaching their work. Graphic
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Design Process features a series of in-depth case studies exploring a range of both universal and
unique design methods. Chapters investigate typical creative strategies – Research, Inspiration,
Drawing, Narrative, Abstraction, Development and Collaboration – examining the work of 23 graphic
designers from around the world. Work featured includes projects by Philippe Apeloig, Michael
Bierut, Ed Fella, James Goggin, Anette Lenz, Johnson Banks, Me Company, Graphic Thought Facility,
Ahn Sang-Soo and Ralph Schraivogel. This book is aimed at students and educators, as well as
practising designers interested in the working methodologies of their peers.
Case Studies in Strategic Management: A Practical Approach Aug 10 2020
Planetary Health May 31 2022 Human health depends on the health of the planet. Earth’s natural
systems—the air, the water, the biodiversity, the climate—are our life support systems. Yet climate
change, biodiversity loss, scarcity of land and freshwater, pollution and other threats are degrading
these systems. The emerging field of planetary health aims to understand how these changes
threaten our health and how to protect ourselves and the rest of the biosphere. Planetary Health:
Protecting Nature to Protect Ourselves provides a readable introduction to this new paradigm. With
an interdisciplinary approach, the book addresses a wide range of health impacts felt in the
Anthropocene, including food and nutrition, infectious disease, non-communicable disease,
dislocation and conflict, and mental health. It also presents strategies to combat environmental
changes and its ill-effects, such as controlling toxic exposures, investing in clean energy, improving
urban design, and more. Chapters are authored by widely recognized experts. The result is a
comprehensive and optimistic overview of a growing field that is being adopted by researchers and
universities around the world. Students of public health will gain a solid grounding in the new
challenges their profession must confront, while those in the environmental sciences, agriculture,
the design professions, and other fields will become familiar with the human consequences of
planetary changes. Understanding how our changing environment affects our health is increasingly
critical to a variety of disciplines and professions. Planetary Health is the definitive guide to this vital
field.
Case Study Analysis in the Classroom Mar 05 2020 Presented in an engaging and stimulating
manner, Case Study Analysis in the Classroom: Becoming a Reflective Teacher provides beginning
teachers a variety of typical classroom problems to analyze and solve. Solving the case study
problems helps new teachers develop the knowledge bases they need to solve real problems in their
own classrooms. More than a book of cases, it is an important starting point for students learning
about case study research, especially the analysis of cases and their potential uses in the classroom.
In addition, readers will also be guided through the process of reflective problem solving, developing
an educational philosophy, and writing their own case studies.
The Ergonomic Casebook Mar 29 2022 One of the greatest challenges in the occupational health and
safety profession is the application of theory to actual workplace practice. The difference between
how the workplace should be ideally designed and the limitations that occur in pre-existing facilities
are often difficult to overcome. With examples from the service industry, heavy industry, agriculture,
and the office, this text bridges these gaps between theory and practice by using case studies to
illustrate sound ergonomic practices. The Ergonomic Casebook is a resource that professionals and
students can use as a guide for solutions to real-world ergonomic problems. Working examples from
ergonomic programs in a variety of industries are included. Case studies describe methods for
identifying ergonomic problems, and specific causes are reported. Recommended strategies for the
elimination of identified stressors are indicated. Implemented strategies and evaluated results are
discussed and explained. Applications of this book are endless. Whether you are a health and safety
professional with limited expertise in ergonomics or a student taking a health and safety course, you
will gain extensive insight into ergonomic problem solving as a result of the case studies presented
in The Ergonomic Casebook.
The Case Study Handbook, Revised Edition Jun 19 2021 The guide all MBAs and exec ed students
need. If you're enrolled in an MBA or executive education program, you've probably encountered a
powerful learning tool: the business case. But if you're like many people, you may find interpreting
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and writing about cases mystifying and time-consuming. In The Case Study Handbook, Revised
Edition, William Ellet presents a potent new approach for efficiently analyzing, discussing, and
writing about cases. Early chapters show how to classify cases according to the analytical task they
require (making a decision, performing an evaluation, or diagnosing a problem) and quickly
establish a base of knowledge about a case. Strategies and templates, in addition to several sample
Harvard Business School cases, help you apply the author's framework. Later in the book, Ellet
shows how to write persuasive case-analytical essays based on the process laid out earlier. Examples
of effective writing further reinforce the methods. The book also includes a chapter on how to talk
about cases more effectively in class. Any current or prospective MBA or executive education
student needs this guide.
A Case Study Approach to Classroom Management Mar 17 2021 This text uses an interactive
case study approach to guide students in understanding and implementing an effective classroom
management program and is focused on turning sound theories into practice. The approach used is
called the IOSIE method (Identifying the problem, deciding on the Objectives, developing a potential
Solution, and Implementing it, and finally Evaluating the results). This is essentially a case study
approach to classroom management for behavioral analysis. The steps involved in using this model
are detailed in the text so that students will understand the conceptual foundations of classroom
management in addition to knowing how to react to a range of cases and problems.
Geometric Programming for Design and Cost Optimization Jul 21 2021 Geometric
programming is used for design and cost optimization, the development of generalized design
relationships, cost ratios for specific problems, and profit maximization. The early pioneers of the
process - Zener, Duffin, Peterson, Beightler, Wilde, and Phillips -- played important roles in the
development of geometric programming. There are three major areas: 1) Introduction, History, and
Theoretical Fundamentals, 2) Applications with Zero Degrees of Difficulty, and 3) Applications with
Positive Degrees of Difficulty. The primal-dual relationships are used to illustrate how to determine
the primal variables from the dual solution and how to determine additional dual equations when the
degrees of difficulty are positive. A new technique for determining additional equations for the dual,
Dimensional Analysis, is demonstrated. The various solution techniques of the constrained derivative
approach, the condensation of terms, and dimensional analysis are illustrated with example
problems. The goal of this work is to have readers develop more case studies to further the
application of this exciting tool. Table of Contents: Introduction / Brief History of Geometric
Programming / Theoretical Considerations / The Optimal Box Design Case Study / Trash Can Case
Study / The Open Cargo Shipping Box Case Study / Metal Casting Cylindrical Riser Case Study /
Inventory Model Case Study / Process Furnace Design Case Study / Gas Transmission Pipeline Case
Study / Profit Maximization Case Study / Material Removal/Metal Cutting Economics Case Study /
Journal Bearing Design Case Study / Metal Casting Hemispherical Top Cylindrical Side Riser\\Case
Study / Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) Cylinders Case Study / Material Removal/Metal Cutting
Economics with Two Constraints / The Open Cargo Shipping Box with Skids / Profit Maximization
Considering Decreasing Cost Functions of Inventory Policy / Summary and Future Directions /
Thesis and Dissertations on Geometric Programming
Applications of Case Study Research Jan 15 2021 This book helps graduate students and
seasoned researchers strengthen their own case study research and become more critical
consumers of the case study research done by others. It presents a collection of 21 individual
applications of the case study method, many shortened or re-written for this book. Following
feedback from users of earlier editions of the book, the applications include a wide array of singlecase studies, providing useful examples for solo researchers. New to This Edition: - Expanded from
10 to 15 chapters, and from 16 to 21 case study applications, the book provides many more
examples of the case study method - Contains six entirely new chapters, all emphasizing single-case
and simpler applications, and including an introductory chapter which serves as a refresher on the
case study method - Provides a new feature called inside stories, which are linked to suggested
classroom exercises - Includes an expanded section of the book on case study evaluations, including
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an new chapter on the principles of case study evaluations along with a specific and new application.
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